Flipcause Saves Time and
unlocks more insights with
Subscript
→ Case Study
If you can use Subscript to help
reduce attrition, that's more
money in the bank. That's
compound growth that you're
not going to get back. The
sooner you can find insights, the
sooner you can grow your
customer base more quickly
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Flipcause: helping small
nonprofits fundraise
Flipcause is a remote-first company whose mission is to
empower small nonprofits with everything they need in one
place. Their cloud-based tools, built specifically for small
nonprofits, allow them to process donations, register for events,
manage volunteers, manage fundraising campaigns, create
reports, build and integrate their website, and do it all in a secure
manner.
Flipcause is one of the most successful startups in the nonprofit
fundraising space, helping small nonprofits raise over
$600,000,000 over the last 9 years. Their mission-driven &
diverse employee base works from around the country in a
remote-first environment, and the company makes decisions with
as much data to help them solve critical business problems as
possible.

Gathering data to make
decisions is time consuming
and painful

The Challenge
Salesforce alone couldn’t give Flipcause key
subscription insights, so Parker kept a “revenue
database” in a gigantic spreadsheet that took
minutes to even open.
The spreadsheet was incomplete: it didn’t
include any usage-based revenue

Getting basic insights was hard enough - getting
advanced insights was impossible

The Solution
Subscript got implemented quickly with minimal
cost, compared to a six month long, expensive BI
implementation
Subscript delivered metrics by segment, cohort,
and including usage based revenue
Subscript identified key points in the user
journey where churn was most likely and
identified most successful customer segments

I would spend a lot of time - a lot of time pulling data together, aggregating it to do
what we wanted it to do.
Like all growing organizations, it takes significant effort to gather
data, to manipulate it, to gather insights from it, and to
disseminate those insights across the company.

We didn't have any great way of pulling
the data out of Salesforce and transforming
it into actionable data that we need for our
investors and for our C-Suite to make
decisions
Financial data, in particular, gets very siloed and disorganized especially in sales-driven organizations. CRMs consistently get
incredibly hard to draw insights from.
The toughest part for me was basically designing the database
and then continuing to maintain it - and then reaching the
computational limits of my laptop. This excel database is so big
it would take me 20 minutes to save the sheet. Sometimes I
just have to lose work because it's so much data.

different axes on which to cut data

that weren't possible before

When you're in the weeds, you're just struggling to maintain all
of your processes. It can be so hard to find time to go into
deeper analyses. Maybe it's the data slices that the CEO has
mentioned to you - and you'd love to get it, but as the business
grows, so does the workload.

Usage-based revenue makes
wrangling data harder

With Subscript we can start asking those
because we know we can access the data
points. Before we just knew that we
couldn't even really get there. That's a
huge win for the company that Subscript
provided us.

In addition to Subscription revenue, Flipcause also has usagebased revenue earned from transactions on the platform.

We process millions and millions of dollars
through our system - that's hundreds of
millions of data points. The further back
you want to look at your transaction data,
the datasets just grow larger and larger
and larger.
The more customers use the product, the more metered revenue
there is, and the harder it is to keep organized.
One of the limitations is if you don't have a database that pulls
in the information and can work on it you're going to push the
limits. It'll take most companies a while to build out the
databases that Subscript would.

The usage based data I'd have to request
from our data architecture team and they'd
have to pull and I would get an aggregated
data set. I didn't have the option of being
able to drill down on as granular a level as
I would have wanted. Because of that
limitation, we weren't asking the questions
because we knew we couldn't get the
answers from the data.
Keeping track of subscription metrics can be hard on its own, but
doing so when a customer’s contract isn't the final word on their
revenue is impossible. How do you keep track of the data? How
do you to think about the business in the context of that revenue?
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different types of analyses

with usage based data

° Not actual data, for demonstration purposes

Solutions considered: hard,
harder, and Subscript
I think it would have been a challenge for me to keep up with
my workload and also spend time building out something like
a Tableau dashboard. You'd spend thousands of dollars on it a
month and have nothing to show for it until six months down
the road. Getting it off the ground is not an inexpensive
proposition.
Building out financial ETL pipelines to their data warehouse was
time and cost prohibitive, so when the Flipcause team saw
Subscript, they saw the best of both worlds: software that can
deliver powerful insights into their subscription business, while
having a quick and easy implementation. For Flipcause, Subscript
brings in data from sources like Salesforce, automatically
transforms them, and then provides key insights into the
Subscription business. And then being able to dive further into
the data filtering, segmenting, and cutting it to find answers to
the most critical strategic questions for the business.

Subscript is very flexible, it's very customizable, it allows you

Every single sidebar heading in Subscript saves me anywhere

to really dive in deep and get pinpoint accuracy into the

from two to five hours a month on just saving me time from

troubling spots or the un-smoothed spots of your business

having to export and manually transform data from Salesforce.

that you might not otherwise be able to see from the surface.

C

ohort analyses in particular are incredibly valuable as a tool for

understanding the business, but exceptionally hard to produce

Subscript onboarding -

and manipulate. Each cohort analysis begs questions that ask for
more cohorts, and Subscript makes them all easy to get.

painless as promised
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I've been a part of a lot of onboardings and there's a long,
drawn-out, pretty rigid process where I feel like a lot of
companies want you to bend to them even though you're
buying their services. The Subscript team was willing to find
solutions on their side of the partnership that would allow us
to meet our goals.

different ways to slice

the cohort data

C

ohort data is very time consuming - but now I just log

Financial software is notoriously hard to implement, but the

into Subscript and I click the cohorts and there they are

Subscript team provided Parker with an aggressive timeline of

want to switch to monthly, quarterly, annual

when Flipcause could start drawing insights - important because
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it's all

right there.

Parker was about to go on paternity leave.

I was training a new hire and was getting
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ready to go on paternity leave. We're a
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Average

60%

$6 800

$5 750

$5 400

$4 350

Aug 2020

60%

$65 950

$55 900

$50 550

$45 750

Sep 2020

54%

$60 550

$50 550

$45 750

$40 100

Oct 2020

65%

$65 950

$55 900

$60 550

$45 750

Nov 2020

69%

$55 900

$65 950

$40 750

$35 550

Dec 2020

65%

$62 500

$50 550

$65 950

$45 750

Jan 2021

68%

$59 550

$61 500

$56 500

$50 550

Feb 2021

72%
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pretty complex business - we have
thousands of active customers. There's a
lot of data to comb through and find the
errors and inconsistencies.

Subscript's deep understanding of the space and expertise with
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metered revenue got it done in no time.
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I got on a call with Subscript's developers and they helped
me solve a problem in real time. It can be really challenging

,

,

,

when implementing new software solutions to actually talk to
the right person that understands technically how to solve
the problems. You don't get to talk to the developer, the
engineer who can click the three buttons on the backend that
needed to be clicked to solve your problem very quickly. I
found that to be immensely helpful.

Immediate ROI from
Subscript in hours saved
I would say Subscript is saving me six to ten hours every
week.

Mar 2021
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The features you have built - I haven't even begun to tackle. If
,

we talk about the theoretical time you saved me, it's much
greater. I would have spent tens of hours just building out
cohort analyses.
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s like Salesforce and

H

ubspot are excellent tools for sellers

to manage pipeline, and as a result they end up holding a lot of
information about prospects and closed deals.

One of the most instant sources of ROI from Subscript is in the

H

owever using

this information for Subscription intelligence or other financial
time the product saves Parker and his team.
metrics is nearly impossible.

,

I maintain this local database, which is, theoretically, a mirror

Excel is perhaps the most useful analytical tool in a generation,

image of a lot of information that we have in Salesforce. But, I

however, it too has its limits. This is where Subscript comes in -

don't really have the luxury of being able to go back and

Subscript is built to do analysis on Subscription and Financial

check on all these thousands of customers' accounts years

data quickly and accurately.

later. Subscript really helped me find the flaws and the holes
We wanted to understand our cohort data based on type of

in historical data.

customer organization to identify churn and retention issues on
Because Subscript maintains a direct and ongoing connection to

a segmented basis. This is a project that would have taken me

the CR

easily a couple of months. But now, we can get down to the

M

, the accounting system, and the billing system, it can

achieve accuracy that other processes just can't match.

granular level. We really just unlock that with Subscript and
there's huge potential.

I found the onboarding process very, very valuable. It made
me think about how I might change my processes to be more

Insights aren't just valuable because it's fun to learn new things

accurate.

(although it is), but because of the business value they deliver.
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For Flipcause and other subscription businesses, it's been all
about improving already world-class retention.
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Subscript is very flexible - it allows you to
really dive in deep and get pinpoint

ou know what you don't know, and you

accuracy into the troubling spots or the un-

want to know that, but you can't get there

smoothed spots of your business that you

yet. Subscript is allowing us to get us there

might not otherwise be able to see

much more quickly.

We were fortunate to make it as a young company even
though we made most decisions based on surface data and
gut instincts. With Subscript, our teams now have access to
high quality metrics so we can develop the insights needed to
tackle our most pressing business challenges. These days, we
feel like we are a lot less lucky and a lot more right.

— Ro Valiao,  
CEO of Flipcause

Request a demo
info@subscript.com

